Proposed Changes to Schedules

C2C Contract System Updates

**Game: Unsigned Contract**
- Can be deleted freely and the other school will receive an alert informing them the game has been removed from the schedule.
- Game details can be updated freely as contract has not been signed.

**Game: Partially Signed Contract**
- Can be deleted freely and the other school will receive an alert informing them the game has been removed from the schedule.
- Game detail update(s) made by unsigned school will need to be approved by signed school via an alert.
- Game detail update(s) can be done freely by signed school.

**Game: Signed Contract**
- Unable to delete game from schedule until both schools agree via an alert.
- Game detail updates will need to be approved by both schools via an alert.

**Tournament: Unsigned Contract**
- Tournament details only editable by host school.
- Participants can be removed freely.

**Tournament: Signed Contract**
- Tournament details edited by host school will send out alerts to participants with the update(s).
- Participants that no longer wish to attend tournament will need to contact host to be removed from the tournament.

Once a contract has been signed by either participating team, you will find the "Propose Changes" and "Propose Cancellation" icons along the bottom of the "Manage Game/Tournament" interface.